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CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN IN MATRILIN-

EAL MEGHALAYA 
 

Meghalaya, the 'habitation mists', a slope state settled at the foot of the Himalayas, was before a tranquil and 

quiet place. The indigenous tribes of the state are novel in their matrilineal societal framework.
[1]

 It is, ac-

cordingly, a conundrum that in a general public where the more pleasant sex is accepted to be liberated, en-

gaged and agreed regard, wrongdoings against their part are on the ascent. In the year 2013, a hundred and 

eighty-three instances of assault were enrolled in police headquarters over the state. A dynamic degeneration 

of good esteems and extensive drifting populace involving unlawful foreigners, as the years progressed, has 

brought about various illegal exercises which incorporate sexual offences, hijacking and human trafficking.  

 

The dismal part is that while a few ladies are 'easy prey's of these sort of wrongdoings on account of their 

helplessness, others get involved in the grimy and shady universe of sex, untruths, double dealing and vi-

ciousness inferable from prurient goals of the tissue, which drive them to do what is unbelievable or crimi-

nal. There are still some who are tricked into secret arrangements in view of the appreciation for speedy and 

income sans work, particularly in the event that they are poor and financially hard-up. It has been said that 

the brain research of assault is oppressing the lady to build up the man's strength over her. Gone are the days 

when gallant men treated their women affably, merciful and decently. Regard and respect for the inverse sex 

appear to be temperances of a past period. Accordingly, there has been a spurt in violations against ladies 

inferable from the changing patterns and states of mind in the public arena all in all.  

 

It likewise creates the impression that the reasonable sex has needed to pay an overwhelming cost for sup-

posed "flexibility" and 'savage freedom'. A school of thought expresses that ladies have 'brought it on them-

selves' a result of their liberal ways of life, present day dress sense and hanging out in places where 'great 

young ladies' have no business to be. One marvels if this is entirely genuine in light of the fact that ladies 

endure noiselessly even inside the "sheltered" bounds of their homes, when their spouses or accomplices turn 

forceful and brutal. Henceforth, violations against the weaker sex are not dedicated oblivious and perilous 

boulevards alone, additionally in the protected universe of their own families. 
 

 

 

CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN REPORTED IN MEGHALAYA  
 

A look at the wrongdoing insights of Meghalaya demonstrate an enduring ascent in sexual orientation based 

savagery over the previous decade, with episodes of assault, attack, seizing and abusive behaviour at home 

of ladies demonstrating an expanding trend.
[2]

Hospital information of affirmed casualties brought for medic-

inal examination amid this period additionally bolster this reality. Lamentably, a great number of casualties 

happen to be female kids focused on as a result of their defencelessness and blamelessness. One can just en-

vision how distorted and obscene the culprits must be to confer such terrible demonstrations of animalism. In 

the late spring of 2013, an upset seven year old young lady was conveyed to healing facility with a back-

ground marked by asserted rape in a wilderness after school hours by men who submitted the demonstration 

and took off.
[3]

 Till date, the lawbreakers remain untraced by nearby police. Two or three months back, there 

was an episode where a 12 year old young lady was attacked by policemen, accepted to be upholders of the 

law.
[4]
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At that point there are reports of brutality to ladies by their spouses or accomplices inside their own one of a 

kind homes. Albeit most instances of abusive behaviour at home are neither announced nor recorded, an in-

vestigation led at our healing facility from July 2009 to December 2010 uncovers that it occurs every now 

and then transcendently in country ranges among both tribal and non-tribal groups.
[5]

 During the examination 

time frame, there were thirteen casualties in the age gathering of 20 to 30 years who exhibited to the crisis 

division in the wake of maintaining physical wounds. Among them were two female kids who endured sexu-

al manhandle on account of their stepfathers. Little ponder that ladies never again feel safe anyplace by any 

stretch of the imagination, considered the perils and dangers that pose a potential threat against them round 

each corner.  

 

CHALLENGES FACED BY GOVERNMENT DOCTORS  
 

In the present setting, the normal government specialist needs to oversee wiped out patients as well as face 

medico-legitimate difficulties in routine practice. As per section 164A of the CrPC, throughout researching a 

claim of assault, the casualty must be medicinally analysed inside twenty-four hours from the season of ac-

cepting the data identifying with the commission of such offence.
[6]

 Medical confirmation is critical to af-

firm, support or negate the charges. A doctor has a double obligation, the first being an obligation of care 

towards the patient and furthermore, an obligation to serve the enthusiasm of equity. These two parts must be 

successfully joined for a delightful result. Treatment must be given on the premise of completely educated 

assent.  

 

In the event that this is truant, as on account of insufficiency because of liquor, medications or ailment, at 

that point the specialist continues on the premise of the patient's best advantages or suggested consent.
[7]

 The 

changing patterns in the public eye underscore the requirement for forensically prepared specialists, who 

have the ability to deal with instances of medico-legitimate nature. They should be knowledgeable on the 

best way to treat casualties, record critical discoveries and safeguard applicable confirmation in a logical way 

to render it adequate and permissible in an official courtroom. The ignored range of 'criminological examina-

tion' of the living has expected new importance. Consequently, the need of great importance is to re-arrange 

and revive specialists on Forensic methodology, particularly while managing casualties of sexual offences 

and gathering proof in a clinical setting. A regard for moral standards of self-rule and self-assurance should 

shape the premise of good medicinal practice, as opposed to obsolete thoughts of 'restorative paternalism'. 

Previously, the specialist was venerated and held in high regard by patients. In each treatment circumstance, 

it was trusted that the "specialist knows best".  

 

In any case, circumstances are different and today, the standards of medicinal morals express that any choice 

in regards to treatment is best left to the patient after he is told about the advantages and dangers and addi-

tionally the result of not agreeing to the treatment. As indicated by Indian law, any individual beyond 12 

years old years who is not experiencing a mental insufficiency is equipped for giving assent for, or cannot, 

standard medicinal treatment, unless there is confirmation despite what might be expected. On account of 

obtrusive strategies, the period of assent is 18 years. It is just in crisis and life undermining circumstances 

that the specialist can proceed without the patient's assent.
[8]

  

 

Another important moral standard is that of classification or 'expert mystery', which is a suggested term of 

agreement between the specialist and patient, wherein the previous is obliged to keep mystery whatever he 
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comes to think about the last over the span of his expert work. Any data identified with the patient must not 

be revealed to an outsider without his/her assent. Obviously, there are exemptions to the control, for exam-

ple, in situations where the Court of Law requires particular data for the reason for equity, or where the po-

lice must be hinted in presumed wrongdoings according to the law. As indicated by the Central Information 

Commission (CIC), the connection between a specialist and his patient is a "guardian" one that depends on 

trust.
[9]

 Hence, the previous has an obligation to keep up classification in matters relating to the last men-

tioned. The Delhi High Court as of late decided that restorative records and government forms might be ex-

empted from revelation under Section 8(1) of the Right to Information Act (RTI), unless it is in the bigger 

open intrigue.
[10]

 

 

ENDEAVOURS BY LOCAL ORGANISATIONS  
 

The Meghalaya State Commission for Women (MSCW) was constituted on fifteenth October, 2004, extend-

ing its purview to the entire condition of Meghalaya, with a target to enhance the status of ladies and re-

search infringement of shields for ladies. It can look at all matters identified with infringement of the ar-

rangements of the Constitution of India and different laws established to ensure ladies, for example, refine-

ment and avoidance made on the premise of sex, encroachment of any privilege or advantage presented on 

ladies, hardship of sacred or human rights, and physical torment or sexual abundances on ladies including 

pre-adult young ladies and female kids. Further, it tries to accomplish the target of balance and assess the 

advance of headway of ladies in the state.
[11]

 In a signal of worry for the issue of violations against ladies, the 

commission has composed projects for medicinal officers and police work force in various regions of the 

state. 

 

In a current one-day introduction program on sexual orientation sharpening, experts from significant offices, 

for example, police, legal advisors, government specialists and social labourers pondered on this essential 

theme. Be that as it may, the issue is a somewhat complex one which can't be unraveled overnight, yet re-

quires a purposeful exertion by each cognisant and concerned resident over some undefined time frame. In-

dividuals ought to be made to understand that it is fundamentally an adjustment in social states of mind, and 

not only discipline of the culprit, which would at last prompt the lessening of these wrongdoings. It is basic 

to install a feeling of qualities and regard for individuals as a rule and ladies specifically. The police have a 

part to play in enrolling and taking up revealed instances of assault, which ought to be managed immediate-

ly. An unfeeling and judgmental approach in view of the casualty's character and way of life must not be en-

gaged. Social labourers, legal counsellors and specialists, then again, have an obligation to sharpen the gen-

eral population on these consuming issues of today. It is fundamental for ladies to know about their entitle-

ment to lawful administrations accessible keeping in mind the end goal to look for changed for issues, for 

example, aggressive behaviour at home and youngster mishandle.
[12]

  

 

In such manner, the Meghalaya State Legal Services Authority (MSLSA) has made a positive stride by ar-

ranging different lawful mindfulness cum proficiency programs in various regions and areas of the state, 

with a view to engaging ladies to battle for equity when violations are submitted against them.  

 

PROPOSALS BASED ON PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION  
 

In connection to specialists, Dr. I. L. Khandekar, Associate Professor of Forensic Medicine has proposed 

enhancements for the examination of assault casualties in an Public Interest Litigation (PIL) recorded by him 

in the wake of watching the "pitiable" and "unpleasant" conditions in which therapeutic system is frequently 

directed. Aside from an absence of protection, the lady is subjected to facilitate mental anguish by the easy-
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going state of mind of specialists and undue deferral in examination. The Maharashtra Government has is-

sued rules for Forensic Medical examination of assault casualties after the course from the Nagpur seat of 

Bombay High Court on a PIL in view of the investigation report of Dr. Khandekar. The PIL looks for head-

ings to the Central and State governments to outline conventions and rules for legitimate criminological me-

dicinal examination and accumulation of therapeutic confirmation by uniquely prepared doctors.
[13]

 

 

A merciful and others conscious approach towards the distressed party must be received definitely, as she 

has effectively experienced the physical, mental and mental injury of being sexually abused. In a current 

judgment, the Supreme Court has held that the two finger test on an assault casualty, which is done to inves-

tigate the female hymen, disregards her entitlement to protection, physical and mental poise, and respectabil-

ity. The judges expressed that assault survivors are qualified for legitimate plan of action that does not re-

damage them. Restorative systems ought not be completed in a way that constitutes barbarous, cruel and cor-

rupting treatment, and wellbeing ought to be of vital thought while managing sexual orientation based vio-

lence.
[14]

 

 

LEGAL ASPECTS  
 

"On the off chance that the law neglects to react to the requirements of evolving society, at that point it is 

possible that it will smother the development of the general public and stifle its encouraging or if the general 

public is sufficiently overwhelming, it will cast away the law which obstructs its development. Law should 

in this manner cheerily be progressing adjusting to the quick changing society and not behind". - Justice 

Bhagwati. As indicated by Section 357C CrPC, all healing centres, open or private, should quickly give 

emergency treatment or therapeutic treatment, free of cost, to the casualties of any offence secured under 

Sections 326A (corrosive assault) , 376 , 376A, 376B, 376C, 376D or 376E ( punishment for rape) of the 

Indian Penal Code, and might promptly advise the police of such episode. The punishment for repudiating 

the arrangements of Section 357C CrPC is detainment for one year or fine or both (Section 166B of the 

IPC).
[15]

 Further, if a specialist learns of a genuine wrongdoing, for example, murder, strike or assault over 

the span of treating the casualty or attacker, he is will undoubtedly offer data to the closest Magistrate or cop 

(Section 39 CrPC, Section 176 IPC).
[16]

 The deliberate oversight to advise is culpable under Section 202 IPC.  

 

A Supreme Court Ruling of 1989 states that all administration healing facilities and medicinal establishments 

ought to give prompt therapeutic guide to all cases independent of whether they are medico-lawful or other-

wise.
[17]

 The act of specific foundations to decline even essential restorative guide and allude them to differ-

ent clinics just on the grounds that they are medico-lawful cases is not alluring. At whatever point a medico-

legitimate case goes to the healing centre, the medicinal officer on obligation ought to advise the obligation 

constable in regards to name, age and sex of the patient, place of event of the occurrence and begin the im-

portant treatment. The constable on obligation will then educate the concerned police headquarters or higher 

police specialist for additionally activity. Treatment of the patient would not sit tight for landing of police or 

finishing legitimate customs. The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 was authorised 

with a view to giving more compelling assurance of the privileges of ladies who are casualties of brutality of 

any sort inside the family.
[18]

 Domestic savagery is characterised as any demonstration or direct of the culprit 
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that damages, harms or imperils the wellbeing, security and prosperity of the oppressed individual, for this 

situation, the lady or kid.  

 

It might happen as physical attack, sexual infringement, verbal put-down, psychological mistreatment or 

monetary hardship. The enactment approves the State Government to delegate Protection Officers who will 

help casualties in revealing the occurrence and getting restoratively inspected if real damage has been main-

tained. Any perceived intentional association working for the welfare of ladies can enlist with the State Gov-

ernment as a specialist organisation for lawful guide, restorative and money related help, and to guarantee 

that the wronged individual is given sanctuary in a safe house home The Magistrate, in the wake of hearing 

both sides and on being fulfilled that aggressive behaviour at home has taken or is probably going to occur, 

can pass a Protection Order for the casualty to keep the culprit from conferring, supporting or abetting any 

demonstration of abusive behaviour at home and manhandle. Money related help may likewise be conceded 

to the casualty for costs brought about and misfortunes endured by her and her kids because of aggressive 

behaviour at home. As per the Legal Services Authorities Act of 1987, weaker segments of society are quali-

fied for nothing lawful administrations to tolerate the costs of claims which they may record or protect in 

court. It tries to guarantee that equity is not denied to a man due to money related limitations or handicaps.  

 

The criteria for qualification under Section 12 of the demonstration incorporate ladies and youngsters, casu-

alties of human trafficking and those whose yearly salary does not surpass nine thousand rupees. Hence, 

even poor ladies hailing from a low financial foundation would get a chance to introduce their case in court 

for lawful plan of action. The Sexual Harassment of Women at the Workplace Act, 2013 gives security 

against lewd behaviour of ladies, which is an infringement of the crucial ideal to balance under articles 14 

and 15 of the Constitution of India.
[19]

 A lady has the privilege to live and work with nobility and to rehearse 

her calling in a sheltered domain, free from weakness and dread. Inappropriate behaviour incorporates any 

unwelcome physical contact, verbal or non-verbal lead of a sexual sort, sexually shaded comments or 

demonstrating obscenity. Such activities may cause mental injury, physical agony and enduring, and pas-

sionate trouble to the casualty. She may likewise need to confront financial misfortunes because of medicinal 

costs for physical and psychiatric treatment.  

 

The demonstration accommodates the constitution of an Internal Complaints Committee in each association, 

foundation or office, be it in the private or open division, for the Redressal of protestations of influenced rep-

resentatives. The board of trustees leads an investigation into the charges against the respondent, and if per-

suaded that they are valid, would prescribe activity against him as per the arrangements of administration 

guidelines, or instalment of pay to the abused lady. 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

All in all, the previous decade has seen a lofty ascent in wrongdoings against ladies in the matrilineal condi-

tion of Meghalaya, where women have an extraordinary status in the public arena and were once held in high 

regard. Proactive gatherings and ladies' associations have ventured forward to make mindfulness and wage a 

war against sexual orientation based brutality focused at ladies and female kids lately. Specialists and cops 

have all around characterised parts in such circumstances and should be somewhat delicate while managing 

casualties. It would not be fitting to scrutinise the character and ethics of the lady after the wrongdoing has 

happened in light of the fact that any attack, be it physical or sexual, carries with it extreme passionate and 

mental trouble.  

 

Along these lines, the state of mind and treatment of therapeutic and police work force managing her case 

has any kind of effect to how she feels and could decide how rapidly she recoups from the scene. While a 

non-judgmental, proficient and sympathetic approach could mend and reestablish her, a negative and judg-

mental state of mind could smash her to pieces. Great therapeutic practice, for example, quickly taking care 
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of the patient, limiting deferral and appropriate correspondence, alongside utilisation of satisfactory Forensic 

Medical procedures, would guarantee auspicious conveyance of equity with regards to the rule that everyone 

must follow. It would stand specialists in great stead to know about the different laws identified with their 

everyday practice, which thusly would empower them to put forth a valiant effort, and to maintain a strategic 

distance from entanglements while playing out their obligations genuinely and in compliance with common 

decency. 


